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I bought this Penelope with miles on her. She was a manual and had a good deal of power for
build. I raced a camaro on the interstate and won! Penelope also saved my life when I a woman
ran a stop sign and flipped me; she turned upright about 5 minutes after I flipped. Best car I've
ever owned! This is my first car. I inherited it from my dad. I absolutely love this car. If you take
care of it, it will take care of you! I have an ES trim, with the bigger engine and alloys. The ES
trim is a must. My car currently has , miles on it, and It will not die anytime soon. I've had this
car since last December and it gives me trouble every day. I've already had to replace my fuel
injector, spark plugs, and other things. I wish i never got this car. It's a 5 speed with a 1. I use it
for everything short of what I would need a truck for. It has plenty of room for people and great
trunk space. More than two years later, it has k and still going strong. Although not absolutely
necessary, I also replaced the struts another wear and tear item since I plan to drive this one
until it dies, which will probably be a long time. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Protege. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Proteges
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Protege. Sign Up. The Mazda Wankel engines are a
family of Wankel rotary combustion car engines produced by Mazda. Wankel engines were
invented in the early s by Felix Wankel , a German engineer. Over the years, displacement has
been increased and turbocharging has been added. Mazda rotary engines have a reputation for
being relatively small and powerful at the expense of poor fuel efficiency. The engines became
popular with kit car builders, hot rodders and in light aircraft because of their light weight,
compact size, tuning potential and inherently high power-to-weight ratio â€”as is true for all
Wankel-type engines. Since the end of production of the Mazda RX-8 in , the engine was
produced only for single seater racing , [ citation needed ] with the one-make Star Mazda
Championship being contested with a Wankel engine until ; the series' transition to using a
Mazda-branded piston engine in completely ended the production of the engine, although
Mazda have proposed several concepts for the engine's future. These metrics function similarly
to the bore and stroke measurements of a piston engine. As Wankel engines became
commonplace in motor sport events, the problem of correctly representing each engine's
displacement for the purposes of competition arose. Rather than force the majority of
participants driving piston engine cars to halve their quoted displacement likely resulting in
confusion , most racing organizations simply decided to double the quoted displacement of
Wankel engines. The key for comparing the displacement between the 4-cycle engine and the
rotary engine is in studying the degrees of rotation for a thermodynamic cycle to occur. The
rotary engine is different. Obviously, there is a disparity. How can we get a relatable number to
compare to a 4-stroke engine? That's a well-reasoned number and now gives something that
can be compared to other engines. In addition, since four faces passed by in the comparison,
it's like a four-cylinder engine. The 13B therefore compares well to a 2. Although never
produced in volume, the 40A was a valuable testbed for Mazda engineers, and quickly
demonstrated two serious challenges [ citation needed ] to the feasibility of the design: "chatter
marks" in the housing, and heavy oil consumption. The chatter marks, nicknamed "devil's
fingernails", [ citation needed ] were caused by the tip-seal vibrating at its natural frequency.
The oil consumption problem was addressed with heat-resistant rubber oil seals at the sides of
the rotors. The engine and car were both shown at the Tokyo Motor Show. Hollow cast iron apex
seals reduced vibration by changing their resonance frequency and thus eliminated chatter
marks. It used dry-sump lubrication. One-, three-, and four-rotor derivatives of the L8A were
also created for experimentation. The 10A series was Mazda's first production Wankel,
appearing in The rotor housing was made of sand-cast aluminum plated with chrome, while the
aluminum sides were sprayed with molten carbon steel for strength. Cast iron was used for the
rotors themselves, and their eccentric shafts were of expensive chrome-molybdenum steel.
These cars, and their revolutionary engine, were often called L10A models. The 10A featured
twin side intake ports per rotor, each fed by one of four carburetor barrels. Only one port per
rotor was used under low loads for added fuel economy. A single peripheral exhaust port routed
hot gas through the coolest parts of the housing, and engine coolant flowed axially rather than
the radial flow used by NSU. A bit of oil was mixed with the intake charge for lubrication. These
engines had both side- and peripheral-located intake ports switched with a butterfly valve for
low- and high-RPM use respectively. Its construction was very similar to the The final member
of the 10A family was the This variant featured a cast-iron thermal reactor to reduce exhaust
emissions and re-tuned exhaust ports. The new approach to reducing emissions was partly a
result of Japanese Government emission control legislation in , with implementation starting in
The die-cast rotor housing was now coated with a new process: The new Transplant Coating
Process TCP featured sprayed-on steel which is then coated with chrome. A prototype engine is
on display at the Mazda Museum in Hiroshima , Japan. The 13A was designed especially for

front wheel drive applications. Another major difference from the previous engines was the
integrated water-cooled oil cooler. This was the end of the line for this engine design: the next
Luce was rear wheel drive and Mazda never again made a front wheel drive rotary vehicle. The
12A series was produced for 15 years, from May through In , a 12A became the first engine built
outside of western Europe or the U. S to finish the 24 hours of Le Mans. In , a new process was
used to harden the rotor housing. The Sheet-metal Insert Process SIP used a sheet of steel
much like a conventional piston engine cylinder liner with a chrome plated surface. The side
housing coating was also changed to eliminate the troublesome sprayed metal. The new
"REST" process created such a strong housing, the old carbon seals could be abandoned in
favour of conventional cast iron. Early 12A engines also feature a thermal reactor, similar to the
10A, and some use an exhaust port insert to reduce exhaust noise. A lean-burn version was
introduced in in Japan and in America which substituted a more-conventional catalytic
converter for this "afterburner". A major modification of the 12A architecture was the 6PI which
featured variable induction ports. A passive knock sensor was used to eliminate knocking , and
later models featured a specially-designed smaller and lighter "Impact Turbo" which was
tweaked for the unique exhaust signature of the Wankel engine for a 5-horsepower increase. It
had increased reliability from previous series, and it introduced a single distributor. This was
the beginning of the single distributor rotary engines: the earlier 12A and 10A were both twin
distributor Wankels. The 13B is the most widely produced rotary engine. It was the basis for all
future Mazda Wankel engines, and was produced for over 30 years. The 13B has no relation to
the 13A. The 13B was designed with both high performance and low emissions in mind. Early
vehicles using this engine used the AP name. The so-called Dynamic Effect Intake featured a
two-level intake box which derived a supercharger -like effect from the Helmholtz resonance of
the opening and closing intake ports. The 13B-T was turbocharged in It features the newer
four-injector fuel injection of the 6PI engine, but lacks that engine's eponymous variable intake
system and 6PI. Mazda went back to the 4 port intake design similar to what was used in the
'74â€”'78 13B. In '86â€”'88 engines the twin-scroll turbocharger is fed using a two-stage
mechanically actuated valve, however, on '89â€”'91 engines a better turbo design was used with
a divided manifold powering the twin-scroll configuration. The 13B-RE from the JC Cosmo
series was a similar motor to the 13B-REW but had a few key differences, namely it being
endowed with the largest side ports of any later model rotary engine. A sequentially turbocharged version of the 13B, the 13B-REW , became famous for its high output and low
weight. Notably, this was the world's first volume-production sequential turbocharger system.
In Le Mans racing, the first three-rotor engine used in the was named the 13G. The main
difference between the 13G and 20B is that the 13G uses a factory peripheral intake port used
for racing and the 20B production vehicle uses side intake ports. It was renamed 20B after
Mazda's naming convention for the in November It was the world's first volume-produced
twin-turbo setup. This information was withheld until made public in The most prominent 4-rotor
engine from Mazda, the 26B, was used only in various Mazda-built sports prototype cars
including the and B in replacement of the older 13J. In the 26B-powered Mazda B became the
first Japanese car and the first car with anything other than a reciprocating piston engine to win
the 24 Hours of Le Mans race outright. The 26B engine displaced 2. The engine design uses
peripheral intake ports, continually variable geometry intakes, and an additional third spark plug
per rotor. It was designed to reduce exhaust emission and improve fuel economy , which were
two of the most recurrent drawbacks of Wankel rotary engines. The Renesis design features two
major changes from its predecessors. First, the exhaust ports are not peripheral but are located
on the side of the housing, which eliminates overlap and allows redesign of the intake port area.
This produced noticeably more power thanks to an increased effective compression ratio;
however, Mazda engineers discovered that when changing the exhaust port to the side housing,
a buildup of carbon in the exhaust port would stop the engine from running. To remedy this,
Mazda engineers added a water jacket passage into the side housing. Secondly, the rotors are
sealed differently through the use of redesigned side seals, low-height apex seals and the
addition of a second cut-off ring. Mazda engineers had originally used apex seals identical to
the older design of seal. Mazda changed the apex seal design to reduce friction and push the
new engine closer to its limits. Finally, it was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for and All the
Mazda rotary engines have been praised because of their light weight. Also known as the
Renesis II, made its first and only appearance in the Mazda Taiki concept car at the Tokyo Auto
Show, but has not been seen since. Mazda was fully committed to the Wankel engine just as the
energy crisis of the s struck. The company had all but eliminated piston engines from its
products in , a decision that nearly led to the company's collapse. Though not reflected in the
graph at right, the RX-8 was a higher-volume car than its predecessors. Sales of the RX-8
peaked in at 23,, but continued to decline through , when less than were produced. On

November 16, , Mazda CEO Takashi Yamanouchi announced that the company is still committed
to producing the rotary engine, saying, "So long as I remain involved with this company
Currently, [ when? Mazda last built a production street car powered by a rotary engine in , the
RX-8, but had to abandon it largely to poor fuel efficiency and emissions. It has continued to
work on the technology, however, as it is one of the company's signature features. Mazda
officials have previously suggested that if they can get it to perform as well as a reciprocating
engine they will bring it back, to power a conventional sports car. On November 17, Senior
managing executive officer of Mazda research and development Kiyoshi Fujiwara told
journalists at the Los Angeles motor show that the company is currently developing its first EV
in , and it's likely to incorporate a rotary engine, but that the details were still "a big secret. He
did say, however, that the car is likely to use a new-generation rotary engine as a range
extender, similar in concept to a BMW i3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine.
This section needs additional citations for verification. October Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Retrieved 7 February Retrieved March 10, Automobil Revue '83 in
German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag, AG. Le Moniteur de l'Automobile in French.
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Equivalency". Archived from the original on You pay the same tax for a 2. Mazda Motor
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Cars Mazda2 Mazda3 Mazda6. G A answered 4 years ago. Once a Mazda, always a Mazda,
nothing else will work unless you want to go through a nightmare of wiring and custom work to
put in another brand of power train in the car. That would send most Tech screaming out the
door. My power steering is gone in my 95 Mazda Protege LX. The metal hose is rusted out in
one spot and needs replacing so I can drive her. Does anyone know how to do this? I have
taken it to two mechanics and neither could find it. I bought the car part for the 1. I have a
mazda protege my engine just blew what year is comparable that I can use besides a I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Engine swap for 98 mazda protege lx 1. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Mazda Protege question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Mazda Protege Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Step 1 - Start the engine and allow to warm up to
operating temperature, then turn the engine "OFF". Turn Ignition Key "ON" Step 4 - The check
engine light will start to blink, count the number, this will be the first number of the two digit
trouble code. For example, if the light blinks two times and then pauses, the first number of the
code is 2. After the check engine light pauses, the start of the second digit generation has
begun. For example, if the second set of blinks equals eight, the trouble code digit will be 8,
together with the first digit the code will be Because one or more codes can be stored in the
computer system allow the code gathering to continue until it repeats. Step 5 - To clear trouble
codes after repairs have been made, disconnect the negative battery cable, then reconnect after
two minutes. The OBD1 operating system is the first system adopted to the automobile industry
which marked the beginning of the automotive computer revolution. This system is able to
detect malfunctions in the operating system and store trouble codes in memory. Once the code
or codes are in the memory the retrieval method must be used for diagnostic repairs. Cars built
after are equipped with the OBD11 system which is more complex. Step by step guide on how to
retrieve and decode Mazda pre OBD system trouble codes. Difficulty Scale: 2 of 10 Step 1 - Start
the engine and allow to warm up to operating temperature, then turn the engine "OFF". Start
Engine. ALDL Connector. Turn Ignition Key "ON". Disconnect Negative Battery Cable. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Designed for the FSDE 2. This kit includes all gaskets except the head

gasket for the engine. In only 17 years Cometic Gasket, Inc. What originally began in , in a
square foot office with limited production facilities, has transformed to a 40, square foot
state-of-the-art manufacturing center, located in the heart of the Midwest. Since its inception,
Cometic Gasket has been committed to producing superior quality gaskets for the
hi-performance motorsports market. We believe that customer satisfaction comes from close
relationships with customers and attention to detail; these remain as our guiding principles to
this day. To ensure superior performance across a wide variety of engine types and sizes, we
manufacture our gaskets from a wide range of materials. Whether the situation calls for the
latest in advanced technology like our MLS Multi-Layer Steel gasket, or a synthetic blend such
as our Aramid Fiber, Cometic has the answer. We combine these advanced materials with
state-of-the-art manufacturing processes to provide custom-tailored solutions to meet the
needs of each individual customer. Our design engineers have the ability to analyze the
environment the gasket will perform in, select the proper material, and apply the appropriate
technology to offer the highest performing gaskets available on the market. Our involvement in
motorsports racing led to the development of breakthrough technologies which are now applied
to every gasket we build. Looking to rebuild your 2. Save over dealer price with this complete
OEM gasket set. Includes head gasket, valve cover gasket, all manifold gaskets, throttle body
gasket, valve cover washers, water block and pump gaskets, and much more. Every gasket
needed to complete the job. Please specify if vehicle is a Mazdaspeed Protege to include turbo
related gaskets. A Fidanza flywheel can mate with any type of clutch material, including organic,
kevlar, ceramic, metallic and sintered iron. We attach the friction surface with military grade
aerospace fasteners. The ring gears are made from steel and are heat treated for durability. The
gears are heated then pressed on and secured with grade 8 button screws. We were the first to
use a stepped dowel system in most of our flywheel applications. This doweling method
ensures that once the pressure plate is installed the dowels cannot be removed because they
become locked into place. No chromemoly can compete with the awesome serviceability,
strength and superior design of Fidanza's aluminum flywheels. If there was a better material out
there, we would be using it. Kit comes complete with 4 pistons, rings, and piston to rod pins
and rings. Valve pocket designs maximizes flow around valves. Oversize valves and high lift
camshafts can be utilized. Complex Piston skirt profiles and coatings reduce power robbing
friction, prolong piston life, and increase horsepower Product Information Wiseco brings over
60 years of experience to the import world. This racing technology allows Wiseco to bring the
latest innovations in piston technology to the Sport Compact market. Wiseco's complex piston
skirt profiles that reduce power robbing friction, yet promote stability in bore for optimum ring
seal. Wiseco has added skirt coatings to the long list of standard features on shelf stock Sport
Compact pistons! Wiseco's world class forging facility that utilizes the latest technologies
featuring complex forging shapes, advanced materials and features aligned grain flow
technology. Pauter's unique single rib design E- chrome-moly forged rod. Overall, the clean,
windage-reducing design and strength of these Pauter rods has proven to be extremely popular
with racers, and their consistent high quality and excellent finish has resulted in many satisfied
customers. These rods have been race and dyno proven for years in the Mazda FS motors.
These high quality forged rods are built to very tight tolerances, and can support more power
than you can make out of an FS motor. Not only are they about twice as thick as the stock
Mazda rod pictured in photo on left , but they are far more than twice as strong. Blown your
Protege's engine thanks to overboost or oil starvation? Not looking to spend the money for a
built engine? Just want a spare motor? This complete drop-in long block is a used replacement
including the following:. The long awaited SpeedCircuit Heads for the 2. All SpeedCircuit heads
are completely stripped down and rebuilt, including new parts where necessary. There are two
stages of heads available. Order will not be shipped until shipping is paid in full. This item is
custom made to order, and therefore is not returnable. Please allow weeks for delivery. These
engines are built with very high quality components, such as forged chromoly rods from Pauter
and K1, along with forged aluminum Traum or Arias pistons. If you would like a custom
compression ratio for your motor, please allow an extra weeks for delivery. Extra fees may
apply. Pauter rods are extremely high quality rods with extremely tight tolerances. These rods
are responsible for holding together the motors of many Protege owners for many years. If you
are looking for a completed engine that you simply have to bolt manifolds and accessories to,
read on. Here's a check list of what you'll need in addition to the block. Shipping must be paid in
full before the motor ships. Shipping charges are NOT included in the price of this engine - it
does not qualify for free shipping. Close menu. Home Store. Mitsubishi EVO X. Exomotive
Exocet. BMW E Mazda Protege. Porsche Powder Coating. Engine Building. Email Us. My
Account. Log in. Email Us My Account. Instagram Facebook YouTube. Quick view. Cometic
Gasket Set for 2. Supertech Titanium Retainer for Mazda Protege. Complete Engine Gasket Set -

Protege 2. Fidanza Lightweight Flywheel. Wiseco Mazda Replacement 2. Previous 1 2. Close
esc. Shipping calculated at checkout. Set of 16 lightweight titanium retainers for use with
Supertech valve springs. New OEM water and oil pumps for all 2. Includes gaskets. Rev faster
with this lightweight flywheel from Fidanza. Weight: 7lbs. K1 Technologies connecting rods
offer world-class performance at an affordable price. Our race-ready connecting rods are made
from forged steel, use premium bushing material and are hand finished in the USA. All 4
fabricated steel motor mounts with polyurethane inserts. Fits all 1. These bushings will reduce
wheel hop, improve shifting feel, and put more power down the the ground! The harder bushing
options will allow the motor to move less, however, the vibrations will be harsher. Wiseco is
world renowned for their work building race winning pistons for sport compact engines
featuring small bores, multi-valves and high RPM applications for many years. Specify your
bore and compression ratio in the order notes. Please allow 8 weeks for delivery. Hi-tensile
forged, not cast, billet material CNC machined working surfaces. Optimized crowns for efficient
combustion. Diamond-turned ellipsoidal skirt profile. Pistons are currently available in stock
bore, with a choice of 9. Package includes pistons, rings, wrist pins and clips. Please contact
me before ordering. Application: All Mazda 2. This complete drop-in long block is a used
replacement including the following: Assembled Long Block with all pistons, rods, crankshaft,
block and head. What our engine features that the others can't touch: Tighter tolerances for less
piston slap and smoother operation Superior forged pistons with our own unique design
Superior forged X-Beam rods available from Pauter Proper bearing and gasket sets matched to
this engine Proven design elements specific to the Protege There is no competition for this built
motor. Be sure to check out our available clutches, engine mounts, manifolds, and turbo kits!
Previous Next. Complete mount on top of transmission for Mazda Protege with 70 or 88, or 95
durometer solid urethane bushings. Improves driveline response by inhibiting driveling lash,
putting all that motion to the task of moving the car along. Completely new fabricated and
reinforced mount, silver powder coated. The 70 durometer bushings, which are recommended
for the street. The 88 durometer bushings are a bit firmer, and the 95 durometer which are only
recommended for racing. These are too hard for the street and may cause undesirable
resonance in the car. For street applications, order the mounts with the 70 durometer bushings.
Obtaining the optimum cylinder head-to-block sealing is especially critical in small
displacement engines employing high compression pistons or power adders like turbochargers,
nitrous oxide and superchargers. Then, each stud is precisely heat-treated to , psi. Following
heattreat, each stud is centerless ground to make it as close to perfectly concentric as possible.
This procedure involves about ten very slight cuts and results in an exceptionally straight part.
Premium parallel ground washers and Hex nuts 10 each are also included with each kit. ARP is
the leader in fasteners for racing and high performance. More winning teams use ARP fasteners
than all others combined. Top quality, exact tolerances, the best materials and machining
processes, and the ability to survive the rigors or racing and get you in the winner's circle make
ARP fasteners the 1 choice. This device is crucial when running boost on a Protege with a
non-turbo ECU. A non-turbo Protege wants to run at a Without this device, when you add fuel be
it by an FMU, extra injectors, etc under closed loop, the stock ECU will see this, and learn to pull
the fuel, making you run too lean under boost and detonate. Multi Layered Steel MLS head
gaskets from Cometic have enjoyed the best reputation among head gasket manufacturers
around the world. They are proven to withstand high cylinder pressures without fail.
Reccomended for high power, high heat, and high boost applications. Cometic FS Engine This
extra thick head gasket can drop your compression ratio by about half a point, which is great
for high boost applications! Doing a timing job on your Protege? You'll want this timing belt kit
which includes the tensioner spring, timing belt, and tensioner. These ARP main studs are
made from chromemoly steel and have a , psi tensile-strength rating. They are precision
centerless-ground and thread-rolled to Mil-S specs, with a black oxide finish for corrosion
resistance. The kits come complete with hardened washers and high-strength 12 point nuts.
This is a pre-owned ECU from a manual transmission 3rd generation 2. These are typically used
when running a piggyback computer on a Mazdaspeed Protege. This ECU is plug and play, and
will not throw any check engine lights when installed to your Mazdaspeed Protege. The
advantage of running this ECU on an MSP with a piggyback spark and fuel controller is the fact
that it has a much more linear base map which has a leaner air:fuel ratio and a more predictable
timing map. This allows you to add fuel in a straightforward manner with an additional injector
setup, and allows you to make more straightforward timing modifications with the piggyback
computer. The Supertech materials also provide for better memory, which translates into higher
performance. Computer designed to ensure that wire stress levels do not overpass their limits,
Supertech Valve Springs are manufactured for long term durability even under the most
extreme conditions. Here we have the Ortiz custom gauge pod for the - Mazda Protege. These

pods are all custom built and fit just like factory! No one will ever be able to tell that these
weren't part of the car to begin with. These pods free up your pillar to avoid and unsightly mess
and keeps wandering eyes from spotting shiny things. With the pods focused right where they
need to be, your eyes don't have to dart around the cabin to read information and that keeps
everyone safer. Is your passenger side engine mount torn? Or are you just tired of the stock
OEM mount? This upgraded is the best there is. Set of 8. This item is special order and may
require up to 8 weeks for delivery. Excessive heat can cause resins in your brake pad to
vaporize or "outgas. This boundary layer of heat, gas and dust builds up between the pad and
rotor surfaces and inhibits performance. Here's where Power Slot's slotted brake rotors make a
big difference. Power Slot's exclusive Vac-U-Slots are machined into the rotor and help
evacuate gasses and dust, shed heat, and keep the brake pad surface clean. And in wet, raining
conditions, our Vac-U-Slot helps push water off the braking surface for better stopping power.
The Vac-U-Slot also serves as a visual wear indicator. If you cannot see the slot along the
outside edge, the rotor has worn down to its discard depth. Urethane engine mounts reduce
drive line lash caused by stock rubber mounts which are too soft. Gives tighter more precise
shifting and better throttle response. Precious horsepower is lost with the flex and give of the
stock rubber mounts. These stiffer mounts greatly reduce engine flex and transfer more of that
valuable force and horsepower to the street. Free up some horsepower from your restrictive
stock intake with this beautiful, lightweight aluminum intake from AEM! Fits all non-turbo
manual 1. Includes all thrust washers, main bearings, and rod bearings. Build your engine right
and safe with proven OEM Mazda parts designed for your engine. Designed for the FSDE 2. This
kit includes all gaskets except the head gasket for the engine. In only 17 years Cometic Gasket,
Inc. What originally began in , in a square foot office with limited production facilities, has
transformed to a 40, square foot state-of-the-art manufacturing center, located in the heart of
the Midwest. Since its inception, Cometic Gasket has been committed to producing superior
quality gaskets for the hi-performance motorsports market. We believe that customer
satisfaction comes from close relationships with customers and attention to detail; these
remain as our guiding principles to this day. To ensure superior performance across a wide
variety of engine types and sizes, we manufacture our gaskets from a wide range of materials.
Whether the situation calls for the latest in advanced technology like our MLS Multi-Layer Steel
gasket, or a synthetic blend such as our Aramid Fiber, Cometic has the answer. We combine
these advanced materials with state-of-the-art manufacturing processes to provide
custom-tailored solutions to meet the needs of each individual customer. Our design engineers
have the ability to analyze the environment the gasket will perform in, select the proper material,
and apply the appropriate technology to offer the highest performing gaskets available on the
market. Our involvement in motorsports racing led to the development of breakthrough
technologies which are now applied to every gasket we build. This is our heavy duty 2. This is
made to bolt up to a Ford style 5 bolt discharge. If you are not sure what you have, this probably
will not fit! Shipped without a flange on the inlet of the wastegate dump tube, so it can be used
with various different setups. In the past, you would have to literally cut into your factory
harness to connect such components as turbo timers, data loggers, fuel computers and other
devices that need to bypass or modify the ECU's signal. When doing your installs, simply tap
into the new AEM ECU Harness, and since you are not splicing into your factory harness, you
can always go back to stock in a second - simply remove the harness! Each wiring harness is
designed to be used with your specific vehicles wiring harness, and is built with the factory
original harness connectors. It's simply plug and play! Looking to rebuild your 2. Save over
dealer price with this complete OEM gasket set. Includes head gasket, valve cover gasket, all
manifold gaskets, throttle body gasket, valve cover washers, water block and pump gaskets,
and much more. Every gasket needed to complete the job. Please specify if vehicle is a
Mazdaspeed Protege to include turbo related gaskets. EXEDY is indeed one of the worlds
leading manufactures of automotive clutch assemblies. We consistently deliver first rate quality
and service to top vehicle manufacturers across the globe who demand only the best when
installing their manual transmission packages. Close menu. Home Store. Mitsubishi EVO X.
Exomotive Exocet. BMW E Mazda Protege. Porsche Powder Coating. Engine Building. Email Us.
My Account. Log in. Email Us My Account. Instagram Facebook YouTube. Quick view. FM O2
signal Voltage Clamp. Timing belt kit. Factory ECU for 2. OEM Replacement clutch for Protege.
Complete Bearing Set - Protege 2. Cometic Gasket Set for 2. SpeedCircuit Protege 2. Supertech
Titanium Retainer for Mazda Protege. ACT Pressure Plate. Complete Engine Gasket Set Protege 2. Exedy Stage 1 Clutch. Previous 1 2 3 Next. Close esc. Shipping calculated at
checkout. Flyin' Miata. ALSO available in 84mm for stock bore blocks. ALSO available in Pope
Engineering. PEP Oil pan baffles are all Aluminum, bolted assemblies using a high quality trap
door and carefully located surfaces to direct oil to the pickup. Please take note that the stock

baffle must be removed to create space for the PEP baffle system to be installed. Designed to fit
any Mazda Protege or Mazdaspeed Protege with a 2. Ortiz Custom Pods. Since these are all
made to order please allow for a 5 week lead time for these to be built. Benefits: Reduces engine
lash Reduces wheel hop Increases throttle response More power put to the ground. This kit
includes the front and rear mounts and the driver and passenger side inserts. Available in
Polished aluminum or Black. TIG-welded construction Heavy duty and built to last Heavy duty
and built to last Stainless flanges unlike other downpipes that use mild steel flanges that will
rust and break Dump tube for an external wastegate that routes back into the downpipe.
Includes a flexible section in the tube. Includes flexible section towards rear of the pipe Includes
two O2 bungs - one for your primary O2 sensor and one for an optional wideband sensor.
Designed for optimal flow supporting hp Shipped without a flange on the inlet of the wastegate
dump tube, so it can be used with various different setups. Set of 16 lightweight titanium
retainers for use with Supertech valve springs. New OEM water and oil pumps for all 2. Includes
gaskets. This clutch will fit any 2. Previous Next. David Hobbs helped make these videos. A
check engine light can indicate a broad spectrum of problems with your Mazda Protege. In
some cases you need to pull over immediately to prevent damage while in others you merely
need to tighten you gas cap next time you stop in order to reset the service engine soon light.
The video above shows how to locate the on board diagnostics OBD plug on your Protege, how
to read the trouble codes and how to reset or clear the check engine light using a scanner on
your Protege. Intermittent Check Engine Light: If the check engine light on your Protege is
intermittent, try to take note of the conditions when this happens. For example, does it happen
when you accelerating, driving on the highway or does it appear at low speeds? This will help
your mechanic evaluate the issue. Steady Check Engine Light: If your check engine light is on
every time you operate your Protege, you need to have it checked as soon as possible,
especially if you notice performance problems or unusual noises. Flashing Check Engine Light:
If your check engine light is flashing, stop driving your Protege and have it towed to your
nearest mechanic - you probably have a very serious problem with your car and you risk ruining
your engine by driving it. If you are unsure about what your diagnostic trouble codes mean;
have your Protege diagnosed by a professional automotive technician. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Power steering fluid is
easy to check and many people mechanics included often forget about - learn how here. If your
car is leaking a small amount of power steering fluid - see this video on how to fix the leak. Did
you know that the sun wears out wiper blades faster than rain? Replace your blades twice a
year. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the
styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning how to
jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. Check power steering fluid level. Quick
fix for minor power steering fluid leaks. Replace your wiper blades. See all videos for the
Mercury Tracer. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Racing Beat,
Inc. These springs share the same design specifications as the springs that were equipped on
the prototype MP3 that we delivered to Mazda USA. Complete information can be found at:
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September I had a scooter once, it
was an Italian Vespa at the International Motor Show in Germany, the Show Model painted
Candie Apple Red metallic with chrome handlebars and sissy handle and tan leather seats. It
got 75mpg. The dealer didn't want to sell it saying it was being shown around Germany at all the
Vespa dealers. I asked to buy it when it finished the tour. All other Vespas were painted light
green. After riding it in two German winters and getting flu three times in blizzards, I sold it and
bought a used English Morris Minor, 4-speed, 4-cylinder. The Vespa was faster! People on
bicycles going up hill passed me. It had four "bald eagles" that did great in the snow, I don't
know why. The engine had to be rebuilt at 30, miles. Glad they don't build'um like they use to.
All are welcome including browsers. Does anyone here know how to get the dang electrical
connector off the rest of the bulb assembly? I just spent the last 15 minutes fiddling around with
the two tabs I'm suppoed to press to it slides backwards, but all it does is wiggle around in the
housing! I've pulled on it as hard as I can and it doesn't budge. Any suggestions? If you can,
remove the bulb from the housing, THEN take the connector off of the bulb. Do Proteges have

s? My uses H4s and they were a pain in the butt to replace. In between, I tried out other makes
but now I am back in a Mazda again. I had two Hondas, a Ford, and a Subaru. Believe it or not,
the Ford and the Subaru were the only cars without problems. I sure wish my current Mazda had
the thrust that my old one had. I have not been very good at attending the chats, lately.
However, tonight I needed to here George W. Pretty "hair raising" speech. I will pray for my
family and our Country tonight. God Bless us all. Respectfully, Larry. Next Saturday I'll be
driving a long ways to pick up a new '01 ES. Of course I want to check out the car first before I
buy it. Is their anything in particular I should check for on the car? Are their any common
problems on Protege's? Thanks for any input. I didn't get to the chat either, I watched the
president's speach. A hocky game was cancelled because fans demanded a TV station connect
to the president's address. We aren't alone. Anxious about the war, anxious about the failure of
the airlines and the threat to the economy, and about what that portends for jobs everywhere.
Confidence is shaky at best. I have had problems with friends, associates and others not
replying to e-mail. There's a new worm virus wrecking havic and they are afraid to connect to
the Net. The Nimad virus does not infect Macintosh. It is a PC virus and can be fixed. Check
mcafee. I sent you a check today for the extra share for pavillion retail. Thax for making the
arrangements! Same with the Shoe Fly Pie, it's so cool to get the homemade stuff, the Amish
families bring to market. Can you tell I'm lookin forward to the picnic! I will bring a football to
toss and a ghetto blaster to play CD's. Please invite the attendees to bring their favorite tunes.
Especially, check the body and paint. Make sure there are no swirl marks or nicks. I have heard
stories of bonehead detailers using buffers to detail new cars. Take your ES for a test drive.
Check for pulling at high speeds, vibration, acceleration, braking, etc. Check out the interior
Don't sign for your Protege until you are completely satisfied. It amazes me how many new car
buyers don't inspect their new car. They complain later Protege's are awesome cars and most
new owners are very happy and haven't experienced problems. Two weeks ago, I drove miles to
pick up my new LX 2. Good luck! They're interchangeable. I e-mailed someone who had a 1. I
hope he comes, because it will be interesting to talk with someone who did the swap of the
engine. Can't wait for the MAPP now. State Inspection. My OME Bridgestones have 28, miles on
them now, he felt they are good for 10, to 12, miles yet. Is it possible, that my Bridgestones'
Potenzas will last 40, miles? I've got to say; after taking a REAL close look today, they seem in
real good shape. I rotated the tires every 6, miles every other oil change and I do a lot of
straight-line highway driving. Thanks for the info. Congradulations on getting your new protege!
I hope my experience is as good as yours. Are you the one who was looking for a ES 5sp? Are
you making the trip up here to MN? Which dealer are you going to? Have a nice road trip. I
talked to one of the service people and they said that they sell the most Proteges in the midwest
including Chicago area dealers. What color? Have you negotiated a price? I've already
negotiated a price and agreed to purchase it as long as it checks out ok. It has five miles on the
odometer. I'll be leaving home late friday night and will get at the dealership around 10 am to get
the car. I'll drive home on sunday. Do you know of any hotels near Morries Mazda? Next week is
going to be a long week for you. Where are you in Illinois? Need to find a hotel? There's tons of
em in the western suburbs, take your pick. Morries Mazda is off of highway which is the main
highway that connects the western suburbs to downtown Minneapolis. Try using a search
engine for the cities of Minnetonka and Golden Valley they are all close to You'll be close to
Lake Minnetonka too, I suggest you get a map and do some zoom zooming through the lake.
Yes, through the lake. You'll have to look at a map to see what I mean. The lake is huge and full
of bays. Take west, it turns into highway 12, then take 15 west until it turns into shorline drive
which will take you through the lake. The corners and scenery are awesome, just don't fly off
the road into the lake. I finally got both bulbs installed I did what you said and then used a
flathead screwdriver to help pry the old bulbs from the connector. They were stuck on GOOD. I
don't know if they were supposed to be like that or what, but oh well I finally got them off! The
new bulbs make visibility nicer at night. The beam is projected more out in front of the car and
the light is very whitish, in fact the yellow center lines now look faded from the light beam. High
beams work well too. The only blue I can see in them is the reflection in the headlight housing
I'll have to see some scenery and drive through the lake. I live in Springfield, Il; I estimate that I
have a 9 hour drive. Be a long time before I think about tires. Mostly suburb driving. But that's
up miles from what I was driving. I'm looking into getting the Mazda Protege MP3. I would
appreciate any comments about it and also, will the insurance be much higher then the Protege
ES? The Capella which was never sold in the US is a narrow version of the I wish, I could keep
the miles on my Protege as low as yours! Yesterday, I went to my local Mazda dealer, to
purchase a hood deflector, and they had approx. Not much change except for the 2. Also, a 3
spoke steering wheel and the Protege name badge is different, I like the old badge better, JMO.
The base prices on the DX and LX have increased. You have to pay for the larger engine. Couple

of things about the Protege MP3, Mattlee I have had mine since July 22nd and now have miles
on it! I have owned and driven a lot of cars in my life, but love the MP3 most of all. The car had
been repainted purple but still had the race motor, roll cage and seats. It flew. The MP3 is very
close to the feel of that car, but without multiple carbs to bog at low revs. I love it. The only
complaint I really have is about the 45 series Dunlops and the Racing Hart wheels. No warning,
no signs. I hit it at maybe 15 mph and have a nice bubble in the tire's sidewall. No problem. I'm
the guy vocus Emailed about the engine swap. My car is at the shop right now. The FS-ZE
engine should be there tomorrow. So, I should have my Pro with engine and new alarm by this
weekend. Zoom Zoom! I e-mailed someone on EBay that was selling a 1. I told him he would be
welcomed here warmly, because no one had ever done anything like that. That ups our total by
another Protege owner! Sounds like he'll be the "NHRA" member of our little get-together. Larry
-- have you found a hotel yet? E-mail me! I could attend MAPP. I really would like to meet
everyone especially the dude with the J-spec engine. With my annual mileage it would take
Long before that time I'm sure it would be traded. Those 1. Basically, Mazda's engine line-up will
consist of the 1. The only other engines would be the truck engines from Ford. Welcome eeterp!
Are you from Virginia? I was just wondering if you were the one featured on ProtegeTech. If so,
cool car!! I love the way that Sport 20 body kit looks on it!! The FS-ZE engine should be quite a
welcome addition!! What else do you plan on doing to your little blue wonder? MazdaSpeed
cams? Please let us know!! Good luck with your engine swap!! Yesterday, I gave my '99 ES a
good, throrough, 7. Everything from the interior through the engine compartment was
thoroughly cleaned and detailed. The exterior got cleaned, polished, and waxed!! It looks
absolutely wonderful and I am still surprised at how many heads it turns. Luckily for me, Classic
Red Protege's are not very abundant around here, and when polished up, it is quite blinding in
the sun and contrasts extremely well with the tinted windows and shiny alloys. So what's the
occasion? The car is sitting out in the parking lot right now with an odometer reading of 49,
miles. It will turn 50, on the way home tonight and it will be bye-bye warranty! I am vowing that it
will still look this good when the odometer reads , miles!! I know I keep talking about trading it
in, but I keep buying other stuff tonight a top-of-the-line iMac and a Playstation 2. The Protege
has been quite well-behaved lately and even the new tires have developed more grip over the
past two weeks so I am happier with them and they look great now only if they would develop
more initial turn-in response Keep pickin' daisies, Jerry! I guess I'm glad your pendulum has
swung back the other way for now at least! I just rolled over 26, on my ES I bought last May. So
let's see here I'm putting on 1, miles a month, so I'll be at 50, by December I'll hit , miles at 61
months of ownership, which is great I have the 7-year, ,mile warranty The blue sport 20
converted sedan belongs to Jeremy Dehart, who is also from VA. Both Jeremy Dehart and I plan
on getting the mazdaspeed flywheel and exhaust cam corksport is waiting to receive the parts
from mazdaspeed. It's my understanding that the exhaust cam adds 15hp to the fs-ze. Hope you
and your buddy can both come to the picnic. It would be way cool if you could join us in our
celebration of Protegeism. I went to the picnic last year, and it was a blast to be had. Can't wait
until this year to be able to go again. The e-mail's off. If you didn't get it, let me know. Jeremy,
welcome! So far we have 8 -- possibly nine -- Proteges and about a dozen people coming. This
is really going to eclipse last year's 5 Proteges! Time to try the wide-angle capabilities of my
digital camera! My rear brakes made a gruff, rubbing noise this morning. The car had been
parked for a couple of days, it rained quite a bit during that time. The noise went away after I
stopped a few times. I have an '01 ES, so disc brakes all around with alloy wheels. I noticed the
noise last time it rained, too. I park on a cement driveway. Please advise, anything wrong? Quite
normal. Your brake disks will actually glaze over with a fine layer of rust if you don't drive it and
it rains. The first few applications will wear the glaze off and you'll hear a scrubbing sound.
Seen it on my ES several times. You guys north
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and east of me I'm in Richmond should check whatever place you check for weather reports.
This one looks like a real bad one. Our local radar shows a LOT of red and yellow coming our
way. There's a tornado watch for D. Be careful out there! The weather has been poop all day
here in South Central PA. Were is the sun? I guess, the severe weather, Meade is sending our
way, will hit tonight! Thanks Meade! I want to hear all about it after you've had a chance to put
some miles on your j-spec engine. Everyone here knows I think the '01 Pro ES should have
been offered with an optional hp engine. FYI, the engine comes from a wrecked probably
rear-ended sport My fs-ze has mi. So, it's not even broken in. It'll be tough to take it easy, for the
break-in period, on my new toy. I'll definitely let you know how it runs this weekend. If the ECU

were available, it'd be much more impressive. I am just thinking how much it would cost to
either supercharge or turbo the 2. Sign In or Register to comment.

